Art/Design Technology

Paint effects.
Guided sketching (proportion)
Oil and chalk pastel work
Sewing

Collage
PE
Athletics
Football and tag rugby skills
Gymnastics
Netball

Literacy:
Spoken word presentations and active listening; comprehension; writingtranscription; handwriting; composition; grammar - vocabulary and punctuation;

Speaking, listening, reading and writing activities planned around the Power of
Reading texts:
The Green Ship: Shared and narrative writing extending vocabulary, diary entries,
drama and writing in role.
Pebble in my Pocket : Chronology, descriptive accounts, reflection and editing.
Maths
Number and place value, counting in multiples of 6,7,9,25,1000.
Rounding to the nearest 10,100,1000
Addition and subtraction - written methods alongside reasoning and problems.
Multiplication and division - Recall and use multiplication and division facts for
multiplication tables up to 12 x 12.
Measurement: length and perimeter.
SMSC - Instil a positive attitude to maths through emphasising an ‘I Can’ approach.
Develop self belief and resilience when tackling new mathematical challenges.

History/Geography
Maps, atlases, globes, locating, mapping.
Polar terrain. Polar wildlife.
Locations of oceans and seas.
Explorers—timeline of events. Cause and
effects of significant events.
Tectonic plate movement - Mountains,
volcanoes, earthquakes and ocean zones.

RE
Belonging and Identity
Understand what it means to belong.
Know how people show they belong to a
religion. Baptism in its different forms.
Birth Rites
Welcoming a baby. Traditions, beliefs and
ceremonies within the major religions.

Computing

PSHE

E-safety poster

Class and school rules and values.

Word

Getting to know you—team building for Y4

Exploring the Earth

Publisher.
Computer programming and codling

Developing a Growth Mindset and the
place of Building Learning Power in our
everyday lives.

Internet navigation skills

Music
Recorder course: early instrumental skills.
Mamma Mia (pop) Listen and appraise
incorporating composing, improvising and
performing skills.
Exploring pentatonic scales
Partner songs

Mindfulness

Science

Living things and their habitats (Classification and Interdependence)
Sound and Vibrations
Electricity (Circuits and Components)
States of Matter (Solids, Liquids and Gases)
Animals, including humans (Teeth and Digestion)

Other activities
Team building activities
Trip to Greenwich by train and boat to visit
the National Maritime Museum. TBC
Chase Camp TBC
Christmas Production

Genre: Fiction; Poetry; Stories with historical settings; Myths; Reference and Textbooks; Fiction from our Literary Heritage
SMSC-

